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1 Introduction to Hope Cardgame
It all happened a long time ago. Nobody could 
recall exactly who started it first, but 
the world found itself immersed in World 
War III. In a war when everybody felt the 
devastating effects of nuclear weapons. 
Humans were able to construct large, 
strong robots with dynamic artificial 
intelligence. The bots soon became self-
aware; they defied their creators and 
began to live their own lives.
Major cities were left in ruins and the 
landscape was turned into one vast hostile 
place infected with nuclear fallout. It 
seemed that no one could survive in these 
conditions, but the opposite became true, 
and from infected people and animals a new 
form of life evolved – mutants. Their only 
desire and commitment was to infect all 
surviving creatures and draw them among 
themselves to stay sane.

Even though the humans had the ability to 
fight from a long distance, they couldn´t 
resist for long. To avoid certain death on 
the surface, they were forced to escape, 
and in search of safer bases used their 
knowledge of terrain and cities. They found 
new homes in abandoned subway stations, 
nuclear shelters and eventually deeper 
and deeper underground.
However, there they found an even greater 
evil than they could ever have imagined – 
aliens – monsters from their nightmares 
came to life. Aliens perform quick and 
heartless attacks in large groups and don’t 
leave any witnesses. They aren’t scared of 
anyone and scare their enemies with their 
appearance and blood lust.
The battle of life and death is just the 
beginning!

Welcome to HOPE Cardgame (Heroes of Post-
apocalyptic Earth), in a world full of 
conquests, battles, strategies and survival 
based on a post-apocalyptic vision of the 
near future. In this world there are four 
races standing against each other – aliens, 
bots, humans and mutants – that clash in 
fights to gain control over the remaining 
sources needed for survival.
The basic principle of the game is the 
effective use of sources. Sources are not 
just currency for playing cards, but they 
also indicate the number of lives for 
each player. The goal is to be the first 
player who gets 30 sources or forces their 
opponent to lose all their sources. Sources 
are acquired by winning battles, destroying 
units or dominating on the battleground.
The game is divided into separate rounds, 
while each round consists of 6 phases. In 
the first phase, players play their units 
on the battleground ( ) and then they 
can move with them in the next phase ( ). 

The game round continues with the exploration 
of locations ( ), combats of units 
( ) and determining superiority on 
the battleground ( ). Each round 
ends by drawing new cards ( ). In each 
phase players can react to each other.
The game is primarily designed for two 
players with possibility of additional 
gaming variations, which are “Artifact game” 
or cooperative mode “Two on two game”. The 
joy of playing the game can be multiplied by 
creating your own decks.  is 
a Survival Card Game (SCG) with regularly 
published extensions called Survival Packs. 
Cards can be combined for the purpose of 
creating original decks according to the 
preferences of particular player.

Game Overview
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2 Components
The core game of  contains 
the following components:
Playing Cards
144 playing cards are divided into four 
unique decks according to individual races: 
Aliens, Bots, Humans and Mutants.
Game Board
All important actions take place on the 
game board.
Source Tokens
Source tokens show the number of sources 
for each player on the source indicator. 
1 represents the first player, 2 represents 
the second player.
Target Tokens
Target tokens 1, 2 and 3 are used to indicate 
units or locations, which are currently 
selected as attack targets during the 

 phase.
Blood Glass Counters
20 Blood glass counters serve as indicators 
for wounded or exerted units.

 Artifact Tokens
20 Artifact tokens are used in the custom 
game, which is further specified at the 
end of these rules. Artifact tokens give 
special abilities to units which carry them 
and alternate their strength in the game.

Survival Coin
The Survival coin determines which player 
goes first and second at the start of the 
game.  The player who has the Survival coin 
starts all the phases in current round. At 
the end of each round player passes the 
Survival coin to his opponent.
Reference Cards
Reference cards (one in each deck) help new 
players to remember the order of phases in 
each round.
Online Bonus Card
This card can be applied in the upcoming 

online version of the 
, which includes benefits 

for owners of the board game.

3 Playing Cards
Cards are the most important element of 

. There are three card types: 
units, locations and events.
Units
Units represent the player’s army that 
participates in battles against their 
opponent – they are either  attacking or 
defending. Unit cards are therefore labeled 
ATTACK, DEFENSE and VITALITY.
Each unit also has special or passive 
abilities that increase their strength 
in the game. Besides battles, units can 
move around the battleground. Strategic 
movement is important especially in the 

 phase.
 Locations
Locations are used for 4 purposes:

 — they work as a shield that protects 
player’s units against the opponent 
and in addition block their units
 — expanding the base, because the player 
can play units around them
 — helping to control large areas 
of battleground, because in the 

 phase locations have a 
greater relevance than units
 — providing special or passive abilities 
to players during the game.

Locations are labeled DEFENSE and have a 
green border.
Events
Events are onetime effects which enter the 
game in different phases. These phases are 
defined by the flag on the card. In the 
event that the flag is labeled ANYTIME it 
can be played in any phase of the round.
After playing an event card its effect 
works immediately (see resolving abilities 
on page 7). After resolution, the event 
card is immediately moved to the player’s 
Discard pile.
Events do not have any illustration and 
have a blue border. 
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Card Description
1. Card cost: every card has its own card 
cost expressed by the number of sources (X).
Depending on the underlying color of the 
number, the price has a different meaning:

 — red color: to play the card the player 
has to pay X sources
 — green color: for playing the card the 
player receives X sources
 — red-green color: playing the card 
does not cost any sources.

2. Name: Name of the card. The symbol  “•” 
indicates unique cards. Each player can 
have only one copy of each unique card 
active on the battleground. Duplicate 
card can be played at the moment when the 
current unique card is removed from the 
battleground and moved to the Discard pile 
or back of the hand.
3. Card type: unit, location, event.
4. Symbol

 — Race: icon indicating the nationality 
of unit to the race, which is also 
indicated by the card background.
 — Event: icon indicating event card.

5. ATTACK: attack value of unit during 
combat.
6. DEFENSE: defense value of unit/
location during combat.
7. VITALITY: number of lives that the 
unit has. If it falls down to 0, the unit is 
killed.
8. Text: abilities of card.
9. Rarity: card rarity:

 — Common (white color)
 — Uncommon (blue color)
 — Rare (yellow color)
 — Precious (green color).

10. Author’s name: author of illustration.
11. Current phase flag: symbol that 
indicates specific phase of round, in which 
event can be played.
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4 Game Board
The game board is composed of two parts. The first part is the source indicator, which is 
used for indicating the current sources for both players. The second part represents the 
battleground, consisting of 5 rows and 5 columns. On the battleground all the following 
steps take place:

 — playing units
 — unit movement
 — playing locations
 — all combats
 — evaluation of superiority among players.

The utmost row on both sides of the battleground represents the home base for each player, 
where they can play their units (besides playing units near locations see page 11).
On both ends of the game board there are places for Draw decks and Discard piles. Cards in 
the Draw decks are placed face down and the players use them to draw new cards for their 
hand. In contrast, all discarded cards, killed units, destroyed locations and played events 
are placed  face up in the Discard pile. 
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5 Key Rules
This chapter gives a basic overview of the 
rules for an easier understanding.
5.1 Golden Rule
In the event of contradiction between the 
card text and rules, the text on the card 
always takes precedence!
5.2 Winning and Losing
The first player to acquire 30 sources, 
or force their opponent to lose all their 
sources, wins the game immediately.
Notice: In the case of the “Artifact game” 
or “Two on two” game variants see Game 
Variants on page 14.
5.3 Playing Cards
For most played units, locations and events 
it is necessary to pay the appropriate 
amount of sources, indicated by their price 
(red price). This is done by moving the 
Source token on the source indicator. At 
the start of the game, both players have 15 
sources each.
Notice: There are also cards whose playment 
does not cost any sources (red-green price) 
or which add to the player’s sources (green 
price).
The playing of cards is primarily directed 
by the player whose turn it is at present but 
event cards can be played as a response to 
actions caused by the opponent, for example 
to cancel an event card, ability, etc.
5.4 Obtaining and Losing Sources
Sources are not just important for playing 
cards or achieving the winning target, 
but at the same time they represent the 
remaining number of player’s lives that 
must not fall to zero. Sources can be gained/
lost during the game in several ways:

 — Every combat won  against an opposing 
unit is rewarded by 2 sources, while 
the opponent loses 2 sources (see the 

 phase on page 11).
 — By removing an opposing unit/
location from the battleground and 
moving it to the opponent’s Discard 
pile or hand, gain sources equal to 
the cost of that card.
 — By tactical playment of units and 
locations the player can get sources 
for superiority over their opponent 
in every row and column (see the 

 phase on page 13).
 — By card abilities. 

Notice: Events or special abilities of the 
cards which remove opponent’s cards from 
the battleground by their effect (Kill, 
Destroy etc.) and move them to the Discard 
pile or hand, are not rewarded like 
winning combat, even if they were used in 
the current combat. The player will not 
receive any sources for winning combat 
(and the opponent does not lose sources), 
but the player will get sources depending 
on the card cost.
5.5 Increasing Attributes and 

Passive Abilities
All cards have different attributes 
and abilities that affect the gameplay. 
Each card finds its use in different 
circumstances. We recognize:

 — Attributes: ATTACK, DEFENSE and 
VITALITY.
 — Special abilities: Swap, Flip etc. 
More in the Glossary on page 17.
 — Passive abilities: DAMAGE, MOVE, 
INCOME etc. More in the Glossary on 
page 17.

Attributes and passive abilities with +X 
can be raised by using card abilities. For 
example, a unit with the passive ability 
MOVE +1, which gets by the special ability 
MOVE +2 could move 4 spaces in this way.
 5.6 Ability Evaluation
An imaginary place where the abilities of 
played cards pile up, called “the Stack” 
until the final evaluation.
The player can play an event card from 
their hand or notify that they are using 
the ability of the unit or location. All 
these actions enter “the Stack” and the 
opponent can react with another event 
card or ability of their unit/location. 
If they use this ability the event card 
it goes into “the Stack”, where the first 
player can respond again. Event cards and 
abilities pile up until neither player 
wants to respond.
However, the evaluation proceeds from 
the top of “the Stack”, that means in the 
opposite order than that in which the 
event cards/abilities were played. The 
most recently used are evaluated first and 
may modify, redirect or cancel an event/
ability that was played before. 
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6 Game Preparation
Perform the following steps before the 
start of each game of :
1. Game board arrangement

 — Place the game board in a way to be 
within the reach of both players.
 — Put both Source tokens on number 15 
on the source indicator.
 — Put Blood glass counters and Target 
tokens near the game board.

2. Deck select
 — Specify which player will start the 
game by throwing the Survival coin.
 — The same player has the choice to 
select the deck first.

3. Deck shuffle
 — Shuffle the deck and put it on the 
Draw deck on the game board. The deck 
thus becomes the Draw deck.

4. Starting cards in hand
 — Draw 6 cards from your Draw deck.

5. Mulligan (optional)
 — If you are not satisfied with the 
drawn cards, you can shuffle some of 
them in your deck and draw the same 
amount of cards back into your hand. 
You then have to keep these 6 cards.

At this moment may the game begin.

7 Round Sequence
Each game round is divided into 6 phases. 
Every phase is played by both players in 
succession and is started by the player who 
is in possession of the Survival coin. The 
order of all the phases is indicated on the 
reference card.
Order of individual phases:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
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7.1 Phase 1: Main
 — Playing units on the battleground.
 — Playing events with MAIN and ANYTIME flags.

Playing Units
In the first phase players play units to their own home base or on free spaces adjacent to 
their own locations (see playing locations on page 11) – diagonals are not valid. Players 
are not limited by the amount of playing units, but current amount of sources.
During the  phase players can discard any duplicate card of a unique unit which they 
have played on the battleground into the Discard pile.  One wound from the given unit may 
be healed for each card discarded in this way. This effect does not cost any sources.

After both players have completed all their actions, the  phase ends and the game 
enters the  phase.
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7.2 Phase 2: Move
 — Move up to three units across the battleground.
 — Playing events with MOVE and ANYTIME flags.

Unit Movement
Each player can move up to three units across battleground. Each unit can move one space, 
or even more spaces, when it has (or gains) the passive ability MOVE +X. See more in the 
Glossary on page 17.
Units can move forward, backward, left or right on the battleground, but they can never 
move diagonally!
Other rules of movement:

 — Units can only move onto free spaces.
 — Units cannot move through spaces occupied by opponent units or locations.
 — No unit can be moved more than once in this phase unless an event or special ability 
says otherwise.
 — Units cannot move outside the game board.
 — Units can move through their owner‘s units and locations, but cannot stop on these 
spaces. For such a move passive ability MOVE +X is needed.
 — Locations cannot be moved.

After both players have completed all their actions, the  phase ends and the game 
enters the  phase.
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 7.3 Phase 3: Explore
 — Playing locations on the battleground.
 — Playing events with the ANYTIME 
flag.

Location Explore
This phase enables the exploration 
of locations on the battleground (see 
Locations on page 4). During the  
phase players can play locations on the 
battleground area on free spaces adjacent 
to their own units – once again diagonals 
are not permitted. Just as with playing 
units on the battleground, players are not 
limited by the amount of playing locations, 
but current amount of sources.
Notice: Locations cannot be played in their 
owner’s home base.
After both players have completed all 
their actions, the  phase ends and 
game enters the  phase.

 7.4 Phase 4: Battle
 — Initiating up to three combats.
 — Playing events with the flag COMBAT – a specific unit or location must be actively 
involved in combat (either attacking or defending) and ANYTIME.

Resolving Combats
In the  phase each player can initiate up to 3 combats against opponent units and 
locations.
Individual combats are resolved one after another in the order determined by the player 
using Target tokens. Each combat must be completely resolved before the next begins. After 
the first player has initiated and resolved all of their combats, the opponent may then 
initiate their combats.
Each combat must contain the following steps:
1. Declare target. The attacking player chooses an enemy unit or location, and puts 
a Target token with the corresponding number on it. It is not possible to mark the same 
target more than once.
2. Declare attackers. The attacking player then declares all available attackers that 
have the target in sight, i.e. adjacent units – again, no diagonals – or units with the 
passive ability RANGED. See more in the Glossary on page 17.
3. Resolve. Deal damage equal to the attacker’s damage value (see DAMAGE +/- on page 
17) or destroy a location.
Depending on the target combat, proceeds attack against units and locations in a different 
way.
Notice: If a player wants to use the ability of a unit identified as COMBAT, this unit must 
be involved in an active combat (either attacking or defending).
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Fighting Against Units
The sum total ATTACK value of all attacking units is called the total attacking power. 
The sum total DEFENSE value of the defending unit is called the total defending power. 
The total attacking and defending power can also be increased by events and/or special 
abilities.

 — If the total attacking power is greater than the defending power, the defending 
unit receives one wound in the form of a Blood glass counter. Once the unit has the 
same number of wounds as its vitality (number of Blood glass counters = vitality), it 
is killed. After that, this unit is removed from the battleground and moved to the 
Discard pile of the defending player. The attacker receives X sources, where X is the 
source cost of killed unit.
 — If the total attacking power is several times greater than the defending power (see 
Overwhelm on page 18), the defending unit is killed immediately and it doesn’t 
matter how many lives it has. After that, this unit is removed from the battleground 
and moved to the Discard pile of the defending player. The attacker receives X 
sources, where X is the source cost of killed unit.

For every combat won in this way the attacker gains 2 sources and the defender loses 2 
sources.

 — If the result of the combat is a tie, no one gains or loses any sources.
Notice: In the event that any of the attacking (defending) units has the passive ability 
FEROCITY (see more in the Glossary on page 17), the attacking (defending) player wins 
this combat. The attacking player gives the appropriate number of wounds to the defending 
unit. The attacker gains 2 sources and the defender loses 2 sources.

 — If the total defending power is greater or several times greater than the total 
attacking power, the defender successfully defends against the attacker and no one 
gains any sources.

Fighting Against Locations
The sum total ATTACK value of all attacking units is called the total attacking power. The 
sum total DEFENSE value of the defending location is called the total defending power. The 
total attacking power can also be increased by events and/or special abilities.

 — If the total attacking power is same or greater than the total defending power, the 
location is destroyed. After that, the location is removed from the battleground and 
moved to the Discard pile of the defending player. The attacker receives X sources, 
where X is the source cost of the destroyed location.
 — If the total attacking power is less than the defending power, the location is not 
destroyed or damaged.

For destroying a location the attacker does not receive 2 sources and the defender does 
not lose 2 sources, as in the case of combat between units.
Combat exceptions:

 — The attacker cannot attack through opponent units or any non-flipped locations.
 — The attacker can attack through their own units without any negative effects.
 — The player with the smaller total ATTACK/DEFENSE value always plays events first.
 — In the event of a tie, the attacker plays events as first.

After both players have completed all their actions, the  phase ends and game enters 
the  phase.
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 7.5 Phase 5: Dominance
 — Evaluation of dominance on the battleground and counting income.
 — Playing events with the ANYTIME flag.

Counting Income
The  phase represents a measure of the forces on the battleground, which is based 
on counting the income from the dominance on the battleground.
Both players gradually compare the number of their units and locations in each column and 
each row. Locations have greater relevance in the  phase than units, therefore 
they are counted as two units.
For each column and row where the player has dominance over an opponent, the player gets 
one source. In the event of a tie nobody gets a source. Without the passive ability INCOME 
(see Glossary on page 17), therefore, both players divide up to 10 sources between them.
Notice: During the evaluation of the  phase, card attributes  (e.g. Source cost, 
ATTACK value…) do not depend on the battleground, but on their amount.
TIP: The  phase is very important for obtaining sources. Players must be very 
careful with the arrangement of units and locations during the game, for example as early 
as the  phase. Sources acquired in the  phase are important especially for 
playing new units in the  phase of the next round, or to obtain 30 victorious sources.

After both players have completed all their actions, the  phase ends and the game 
enters the  phase. 
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7.6 Phase 6: Draw
 — Playing events with the ANYTIME flag.
 — Discarding unnecessary cards from the hand to the Discard pile, drawing new cards 
to make six and passing the Survival coin to an opponent.

Drawing Cards
In the last phase, players can discard any number of cards into the Discard pile and draw 
more from the Draw deck to make six.
If players have more than six cards in their hand, they must discard cards until they 
have a maximum of 6.
If players have no remaining card in their Draw deck, it is not possible to draw any other 
card and the game will continue with the remaining cards in the game.
After both players have completed all their actions, the  phase ends. The first player 
then passes the Survival coin to the next player and the game enters the  phase of 
the next game round. The player who has the Survival coin starts all phases of this round. 

 8 Game Variants
In addition to the basic option ”Game one on one“, players can also choose variant “Artifact 
game“ or “Two on two game“.
8.1 Artifact Game
At the beginning of the game players will randomly choose 5 Artifact tokens and place 
them face down on the five spaces of the middle row of the battleground. The abilities will 
therefore be kept secret until the last moment.
When a unit enters a space with the artifact, the player turns the token facing up and 
the unit gets – according to the characteristics of the artifact – either a positive or 
negative ability.
Notice: Players cannot play locations on spaces with artifacts.
If the unit moves, it always takes the artifact with it. Units with artifacts may move 
standardly and artifact abilities affect them until they are removed from the battleground. 
A single unit may bear all five artifacts.
Notice: No unit can discard artifacts until it is removed from the battleground.
Once the unit bearing the artifact is removed from the battleground, the artifact stays 
on the last space.
A player wins at the moment when the player controls three or more artifacts at the end of 
the game round. In this type of game  the rule that a player wins the game by gaining 30 
or more sources does not apply, but the rule remains that a player with 0 or fewer sources 
loses the game.
These artifacts need clarification:
ACCURACY IMPLANTS: The source cost of each event played during the  phase involving 
the bearer is -1 (max. 0).
ANCIENT BAG: When a unit takes this artifact from the battleground, its bearer may draw 
a card.
DISEASE: The source cost of each event played during the  phase involving bearer 
is +1.
FOOD CRATES: When a unit takes this artifact from the battleground, its bearer gains 2 
sources.
NEVERENDING PAIN: When a unit takes this artifact from battleground, its bearer must 

discard a card from their hand.
WRACKED SUPPLIES: When a unit takes this artifact from the battleground, its 
bearer loses 2 sources.
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8.2 Two on Two Game
The basic version of  includes one game board allowing a game for two 
players. However, with the purchase of an additional game, an additional game board, or 
its printing from the website www.hopecardgame.com, it is possible to play in cooperative 
gaming mode “Two on two game.”
At the beginning of the game, the four players are divided into two teams of two and place 
2 game boards with the longer columns together, so as to be accessible by all players.
General Changes
The first team to accumulate any combination of 40 sources or steal the other team’s 
sources wins the game.
Notice: The source indicator has a maximum of 30 sources To indicate more sources put 
the Blood glass counter on your Source token and continue from number 1 on the source 
indicator.
Players of both teams take turns during the game according to the following schedule.
1st round team 1 player 1 team 2 player 1 team 1 player 2 team 2 player 2
2nd round team 2 player 1 team 1 player 2 team 2 player 2 team 1 player 1
3rd round team 1 player 2 team 2 player 2 team 1 player 1 team 2 player 1
4th round team 2 player 2 team 1 player 1 team 2 player 1 team 1 player 2
Tip: We recommend playing with different races, or putting cards into different colored 
packages so the cards will be easily recognizable by teammates on the common battleground.
Notice: The ”You“ in text on cards relates only to players who own this card, not both 
teammates.
By joining both game boards, an integrated battleground in the size of 10 columns and 5 
rows is created, where units of all players can move and combat normally.
Changes in Phases
Main

 — Both teammates can play units in their common home base, as well as around locations 
under their control.

Move
 — With the passive ability MOVE +X it is possible to move through your teammate’s units.
 — Units can move from one far column of battleground to the other.

Explore
 — Locations can also be played next to the teammate’s units.

Battle
 — Your teammate’s units can participate in combats (when attacking) together.
 — Attacking teammate whose turn it isn’t can affect combat using the abilities of 
involved units and playing event cards.
 — Units can attack from one far column of battleground to the other.

Notice: It is prohibited to initiate combats between teammates!
Dominance

 — Victory points from the dominance in rows and columns are counted together for each 
team. After that teammates will split these sources between them by their agreement.

The  phase is unchanged.
When your partner is destroyed (their sources reach 0 or less) the player must 
discard all of their remaining cards, and remove their Draw deck and Discard 
pile from the game board. This player is now out of the game.
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9 Deck Customization
It is possible to enjoy  with the pre-defined decks in this core set, but the 
greatest joy of the game lies primarily in customizing your own deck and competing in 
official tournaments.
Once players gain enough experience, know the game mechanics and learn how to properly 
use all the game cards, they may wish to find another way to fully enjoy the game – by 
constructing their own decks according to preferred tactics and strategies.
The following rules are used to create custom decks on official tournaments and to exploit 
all the possibilities that  offers.
9.1 Deck Customization Rules
Units always refer to a specific race. To create a custom deck it is possible to choose 
either one or two friendly races (eg. Humans can be combined with Bots, or Mutants – see 
Races diagram).
Locations and events are always neutral and can be used in a deck in connection with any 
races.
Each deck must include:

 — units from the chosen races
 — up to 2 copies of any unit
 — up to 2 copies of any location
 — up to 2 copies of any event
 — exactly 36 cards.

Recommendation for creating a deck:
 — at least 18 or more units
 — at least 4 or more locations.

Notice: It is possible to play the game casually with decks of other sizes and specifications 
as long as all players have customized their decks under the same set of guidelines.

Aliens

Bots
Mutants
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 10 Glossary
 10.1 Passive Abilities
 DAMAGE +/- X
DAMAGE +/- adds/subtracts the number of 
wounds which the attacking unit grants to 
the opposing unit in combat. If the overall 
DAMAGE of the attacking unit is negative, 
the unit does not deal any wound.
FEROCITY
Attacking (defending) units with the passive 
ability FEROCITY can win tied combats. If 
the total attacking power of attacking 
units is equal to the total defending power 
of the defending unit, the defending unit 
receives a wound.
If attacking and defending units have 
the passive ability FEROCITY, combat ends 
again with a tie. However, if there are 
more attacking units on one defending unit 
and all have FEROCITY, the attacker wins 
the combat.
INCOME +/- X
In the  phase units or locations 
with the passive ability INCOME +/- add/
subtract X sources for every won row or 
column in which they are located.
INFECT
Always at the start of the  phase 
every mutant with the passive ability 
INFECT deals 1 wound to all adjacent 
opposing units.
LOCATOR
When the player plays a card with the 
passive ability LOCATOR, it means that the 
player has an opportunity to choose any 
unit, location or event corresponding to 
the type of card from his Draw deck, show 
it to the opponent and put it in their 
hand.
After that, the player has to shuffle his 
Draw deck.
MOVE +X
MOVE +X means increased movement of unit, 
where X is the number of spaces compared 
to standard movement of 1 space. 
NIGHTMARE
Aliens endowed with the passive ability 
NIGHTMARE reduce key attributes of 
opponent units in every combat in which 
they are involved:

 — when they are attacking, they reduce 
the DEFENSE of the defending unit by 1
 — when they are defending they reduce 
the ATTACK of attacking units by 1.

RANGED
Units with the passive ability RANGED are 
able to attack up to 2 spaces instead of one 
adjacent space.
This allows them to attack through their 
own units, but not through opponent units 
or non-flipped locations.
RAPTURE
During the  phase units with the passive 
ability RAPTURE can swap their standard 
move with that of any custom unit that the 
player has played on the battleground. The 
replacement unit may continue moving in 
the standard way.
SENTINEL
No more than two opponent units can attack 
a unit with the passive ability SENTINEL.
The passive ability SENTINEL is primarily 
held by bots.
10.2 Special Abilities and Special 

Terminology
Adjacent
A card is adjacent when the edges of two 
cards are touching. Cards are not adjacent 
if only the corners are touching.
Constant Effects
Many cards simply announce an effect with 
no boldface trigger. Such abilities are 
called constant effects. A constant effect 
becomes active as soon as its card enters 
the game and remains active as long as that 
card is in play.
Example: The MECHANICAL STATUE card gives 
DEFENSE +1 to all bots that the player 
controls.
Control/Ownership
Players control the unit/location from the 
moment they play it on the battleground 
until it is moved back to the player’s hand, 
moved to the Discard pile or the special 
ability says otherwise.
Players own all cards that they have at 
the start of the game, that means 
all the cards in their hand, Draw 
deck, Discard pile and cards played 
on the battleground.
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Eligible Target
A target is eligible if it is currently 
directly visible to the units of the 
attacking player, that means an adjacent 
opposing unit/location, or if it is in range 
of a unit with the passive ability RANGED.
However, a target can be in direct 
visibility in the next combat, that is 
after the attacking player kills/destroys 
the unit/location of the opponent which 
lies between the unit(s) and the target.
That means that at the beginning of the 

 phase the attacking player can 
place a Target token on any opponent unit/
location on the battleground. In the event 
that the target is not in direct visibility, 
the player has to remove the Target token 
and optionally move to the next combat.
Exert
When the unit is exerted it will receive one 
Blood glass counter. Therefore units can 
be exerted only if they are not exhausted, 
that means that they cannot be killed this 
way.
Exhausted
A unit becomes exhausted when it has only 
one point of VITALITY left.
All units with one VITALITY point are 
always exhausted.
Flip
When a card has the special ability FLIP, 
it allows you at any time to flip that card 
face down and pay 2 sources to produce its 
flip ability.
It’s possible to move over the flipped card, 
but players cannot stop on it! At the same 
time, flipped cards cannot be targeted by 
the opponent in combat and in the 
phase have no value.
At the beginning of every round, flipped 
cards are turned face up. This effect no 
longer costs sources.
Kill/Destroy
If a unit is killed or location destroyed 
it is removed from the battleground and 
moved face up to the Discard pile of the 
player who owned it.
After the player kills/destroys the unit/
location of their opponent the player 

will receive X sources where X is 
the cost of that card.

 Overwhelm
If the total attacking power of the 
attacking unit is many times higher than 
the total defending power of the defending 
unit, then the defending unit is killed 
immediately.
Participating
A unit is participating in combat at the 
moment when it is declared as an attacking 
or defending unit in the  phase.
Reveal
When players are instructed to reveal a card, 
they must show that card to their opponent. 
Next they proceed with instructions on the 
revealing card (not revealed).
Spot
Spot is connected with a noun (unit type, 
special ability etc.) which expresses 
something in the game. For example “Spot 
an alien” is equivalent to “for playing 
this card there must be alien on the 
battleground.”
Swa p
Swap works just like RAPTURE, that means 
an exchange of two units. However, RAPTURE 
is possible only in the  phase.
If a player uses the ability Swap in the 

 phase on a marked unit, the Target 
token stays on the same space. 
Target
“Target” is a game element (usually a card) 
on which the effect of event card or special 
ability is played, or is under attack in 
the  phase.
The controller of a targeting effect 
chooses all targets for the effect unless 
otherwise specified by the card. If there 
is no valid target for a targeting effect, 
the ability cannot be initiated.
Wound
If the unit is wounded it can be killed by 
this wound. Any unit can be wounded.
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Aliens
Bots

Mutants
Humans

Units
1x Blood Stalker
1x Brainsick Pariah
2x Brood Mother
1x Eliann 
1x Fearful Master
2x Incubus
2x Infernal Marauder
2x Insidious Runner
1x Lord of Despite
2x Resident Alien
1x Silent Pulverizer
1x The One
2x Twitch Walker
1x Tyrranoctonus

1x Adamizer
2x Armored Cavalry
1x Collosal Automaton
2x Explosive Bot
1x Grim Slayer
1x Inviolable Mech
2x Lazy Bot
2x Mechanical Soldier
2x Mechanical Statue
2x Metal Trooper
1x Mobile Commando
2x Outstanding Bot
1x Plexio the Dreamer
2x Robotic Warrior

2x Abandoned Cadaver
1x Behemoth
2x Brave Mutant  
2x Heartless Plunderer
1x Maximus
2x Mutant Provider
2x Mutant Redeamer
1x Nina the Shameful
1x Princess Lerine
1x Rhagar the Vengeful
1x Surreal Overlord
1x Swarm of Mutants
2x Sycophantic Bastard

1x Alicia Hackle
2x Ayne Witness
1x Cara the Catchfly
2x Fanatic Soldier
2x Janet Keller
1x Malum
1x Molotov Sandy
2x Pursuing Soldiers
1x Queen Scarlet
1x Sjank the Eliminator
2x Tanfan
2x Thork
1x Valkyrie

Events
2x Curse from Subgrade
2x Forces from Wasteland
2x Hold Position
2x Lost Hope
2x Nasty Trick
2x Violent Attack

2x Accelerate
2x Brutality
2x Hazard
2x Savagery
2x Scrap Cluster

2x Delving
1x Fire of Justice
2x Fury
1x Mass Acceleration
1x Nuclear Blast
1x Radiation Cloud
2x Radiation Puddle
2x Rest
1x Toxic Rain

2x Absorb
2x Gun Battle
2x Hand of Justice
2x Master of Skills
1x Pathfinder
2x Tidings of Moscow
2x Unexpected Charge

Locations
1x Deep Hole
1x Forbidden Colliery 
2x Ruined Monastery

2x Foundry
2x Steel Factory

2x Granary
2x Power Plant

1x Barracks
1x City Hall
2x Forsaken Bunker

12 Deck List


